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Introduction

Long-term analysis of wave height and wind speed 
has become a necessity due to the variety of applica-
tions in areas such as shipping, tourism, ocean renew-
able energy, oceanography, coastal and offshore engi-
neering, marine climatology, natural hazards and many 
others (Akpınar & Kömürcü, 2013; Tyrlis & Lelieveld, 
2013; Van Vledder & Akpınar, 2015)� T�e m�s� c�m�. The most com-
monly used wind and wave data sources are: in-situ in-
struments (e.g. buoys, recorders), atmospheric and spec-
tral wave numerical models (e.g. WRF, WAM, SWAN), 
satellite altimetry (ERS-1, ERS-2, Jason, etc.) and vol-
un�ary �bserving s�ips (VOS)� In several case s�udies, 
in-situ data covering long time periods have been used 
for future coupled climate scenarios as inputs (Cavaleri 
et al., 2012; D�brynin et al., 2012; Hemer et al., 2013; 
K��n et al., 2014; S�erl et al., 2012) and for trend analy- and for trend analy-analy-
sis (Casas�Pra� & Sierra, 2013; Gemmric� et al., 2011; 
G�wer, 2002; Mar�ucci et al., 2010; Vikebø et al., 2003). 
H�wever, as in-situ observations of offshore wind speed 
and wave height are temporally and spatially sparse, long 
term analysis of real-time data becomes limited. Rean-
alysis datasets can be used as an alternative data source 
as they are a combination of numerical models, observa-
tions and altimetry. 

It should be noted though, that reanalysis datasets 
differ in physical, numerical and spatio-temporal reso-
lution aspects during their assimilation processes and 
should be selected according to the case study character-
istics (S��pa & C�eung, 2014). 

ERA-Interim reanalysis dataset of ECMWF includes 
observations, space borne instruments as well as correc- borne instruments as well as correc-borne instruments as well as correc-
tions in data assimilation (Berrisford et al., 2011a, b; Dee 
et al., 2011). Recent research studies have used ERA-
Interim (after comparing them with other reanalysis 
datasets and in-situ data) for the description of regional 
marine characteristics (Aarnes et al., 2015; Carval�� et 
al., 2012; Lilé� et al., 2013; M��ney et al., 2011; S�anas 
& Kumar, 2015; S�anas and Sanil Kumar, 2013; S��pa 
and Cheung, 2014, Soukissian et al., 2017), for assessing 
seasonal cycles and teleconnection patterns (Feng et al., 
2014; S��pa et al., 2013) and as inputs in hydrodynamic 
models ( Martin et al., 2012; Alves & Miranda, 2013; 
Appendini et al., 2013). 

The ERA-Interim dataset has been used in the area of 
the Black Sea for estimates of wind energy by (Akpınar 
& Kömürcü, 2013) and for Portugal (Carvalho et al., 
2014a), for evaluating wind datasets performance for the 
Iberian Sea (Carvalho et al., 2012) and for teleconnection 
- seas�nal pa��ern iden�ifica�i�ns (Carvalho et al., 2014a). 
The wave data from ERA-Interim have been used for 
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Abstract

ERA-Interim, ECMWF’s reanalysis product, includes wave and atmospheric characteristics, with high temporal and spatial 
scale, pr�viding m�re inf�rma�i�n �n ��e marine s�a�e� Even ���ug� ��eir assimila�i�n pr�cess �as been valida�ed and verified in 
numerous studies, their performance in more local scales is still under examination. This research focuses on the evaluation of 
perf�rmance �f ERA�In�erim reanalysis da�ase�s in ��e Greek Seas f�r wind and wave c�arac�eris�ics in c�mparis�n �� POSEIDON 
bu�y da�a� T�e resul�s pr�ve fair �� g��d c�rrela�i�n f�r wave �eig�� (r= 0�67�0�94) and wind speed (r= 0�71�0�83) and differen� 
err�r s�a�is�ics per sub�regi�n� T�e analysis �f ��e upper 10% (90�� percen�ile) s��ws an underes�ima�e �f 10�15% f�r wind speed 
and wave height from ERA-Interim in relation to the buoy measurements. The ERA-Interim and the buoy monthly means and 
standard deviations are also presented and discussed according to seasonal patterns. The results of the study are compared to other 
researc�es �f wave �indcas�ing and wind reanalysis da�a f�r ��e Greek Seas and gl�bally� I� is s��wn ��a� ERA�In�erim pr�duc�s 
c�uld be regarded as represen�a�ive f�r ��e Greek Seas, al���ug� ��eir applica�i�n s��uld be made wi�� cau�i�n regarding ��e as-
sessment of extreme conditions (i.e. given in analyses of upper percentiles) and especially at nearshore locations due to complex 
c�as�line c�nfigura�i�n en�anced by ��e grea� number �f islands�
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wave energy estimates in the Mediterranean Sea (Soukis-(Soukis-
sian et al., 2015). The relation of ERA-Interim wave data 
with North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO) in the NE Ionian 
Sea f�r ��e peri�d 1979�2013 �as been discussed in P�u�Pou-
los et al.(2014), whilst a long-term description of the ma-, whilst a long-term description of the ma-
rine state in 2 case studies in Crete from ERA-Interim 
and their use as climate change model inputs is discussed 
in Monioudi et al.(2014). 

This research aims to compare the performance of 
ERA-Interim reanalysis dataset as provided by ECMWF, 
wi�� in�si�u bu�y da�a �f ��e Greek Seas f�r ��e wind and 
wave characteristics. This type of assessment will pro-
vide extra knowledge on the reanalysis’ description of 
��e Greek marine s�a�e and will �ig�lig�� p��en�ial differ-
ences in extreme conditions and wave-wind directional--wind directional-wind directional-
ity per location. This study does not use ERA-Interim as 
an input for hydrodynamic modelling but as a wave rea-
nalysis dataset that contains modelled data, real time and 
altimetry data. It is important to mention that the POSEI-
DON buoy dataset have not been assimilated in the ERA-
Interim datasets, nor for the wind or for the wave param-
eters. A discussion of previous studies with other wind 
reanalysis datasets and results of wave hindcasts for the 
Greek Seas is als� presen�ed in ��is researc�� T�is paper 
is structured as follows: Study Area: includes the charac-
teristics and previous analyses for the case study, Materi-
als and Methods: describes the data and the methodology 
used for this analysis, Results and Discussion: presents 
the results and discussion on the analysis, Conclusions: 
summarises of the main conclusions of this study.

Material and Methods

Study Area
The study area includes the Aegean Sea and the SE 

Ionian Sea. The Aegean Sea is connected in the northeast 
via the Dardanelles, the Sea of Marmaras which through 
Bosporus Strait communicates with the Black Sea. At the 
South, its border is the Island of Crete, and is connected with 
the Levantine Sea via the Southeast Cretan passage and to 
the central Mediterranean Sea through the Western Cretan 
passage. The SE Ionian Sea to the south of Otrando Strait 
is b�unded �� ��e wes� c�as� by ��e Greek peninsula, ��s�-
ing the deepest point (5020 m) of the Mediterranean Basin 
located SW of Pylos (Southwest Peloponnese) (S�HelME, 
2005; Bagi�rgas et al., 2012). The weather conditions of the 
Greek Seas are m�s�ly linked wi�� pressure sys�ems devel-
oped in the Atlantic, Europe, Asia and North Africa as men-
�i�ned in (S�HelME, 2005)� T�e p�ysical and ge�grap�ical 
characteristics and the complex topography often lead to the 
devel�pmen� �f smaller scale wea��er c�ndi�i�ns (Fl�cas & 
Karac�s�as, 1994; Trig� et al., 1999, 2002; Li�nell� et al., 
2006a, b, 2006c). 

During summer, persistent northerlies, known as Ete-
sian winds, govern the atmospheric circulation of the east-
ern Mediterranean (Me�axas, 1977; Ma�eras, 1980; Nas��s 

et al., 1997)� T�e E�esian winds are f�rmed due �� �ig� bar�. The Etesian winds are formed due to high bar-
ometric pressures over the Balkans and low pressures over 
Cyprus (Saaroni et al.1998; Tyrlis et al.2013). These winds 
have northeast to north directions in the North Aegean, turn 
northern in the Central Aegean and then northwest in the 
South Aegean (Poulos et al., 1997; Bagi�rgas et al., 2012). 
The complex coastal topography, the orography of the Bal-
kan Peninsula and the presence of islands in the Aegean 
affec� ��eir fl�w c�arac�eris�ics (e�g� c�annelling � funnel-
ling) (K�le�sis et al., 2009, 2010). Over the Ionian Sea, they 
are mostly weakened, with NW directions at its southern 
areas (Klaic et al., 2009). Transient periods are considered 
the changes from / to winter and summer climate patterns 
(Poulos et al., 1997; S�HelME, 2005; Fl�cas et al., 2010; 
K�ur�u�z�gl�u et al., 2011; ). 

T�e wind and wave s�a�e �f ��e Greek Seas �as been 
described in detail in previous studies by using a variety 
of data:
•	 	in-situ measurements: wave buoys of the POSEIDON 

pr�jec� �f ��e Hellenic Cen�re f�r Marine Researc� 
(HCMR) (S�ukissian & C�r�nis, 2000). These data 
have been used for a variety of analyses (Ruti et al., 
2008; Kassis & Ni��is, 2009; Bagi�rgas et al., 2012; 
Sifnioti et al., 2014).

•	 	visual observations: obtained by trained personnel on 
b�ard �f V�lun�ary Observing S�ips (V�O�S�)� A Wind 
� Wave A�las, wi�� �bserva�i�ns fr�m V�O�S� fr�m 
the mid-1850s has been published and is considered 
of good quality with spatial resolution of 1°x1° (el-
ementary regions) and from those 33 larger regions 
were created with homogeneous wave characteristics 
(A��anas�ulis & Skars�ulis, 1992). 

•	 	a third generation wave model (WAM): T�e HCMR 
uses for wave forecasting a WAM-Cycle 4 model and 
SWAN for wave simulation at the coastal zone (Booij 
et al., 1999)� A full descrip�i�n �f spa�i���emp�ral be�. A full description of spatio-temporal be-
haviour of wind and wave propagation in ��e Greek 
Seas from the results of the aforementioned models 
can be found in (S�ukissian, 2008; S�ukissian et al., 
2007, 2009) �n m�n��ly, seas�nal, annual and in�eran� on monthly, seasonal, annual and interan-
nual temporal scales. 

•	 	reanalysis datasets: Li�nell� & Sanna (2005) used 
wave models with initial inputs from the ERA-40 and 
NCEP datasets and presented modelled wave char-
acteristics of the Mediterranean Basin and their vari-
ability. In addition, Poupkou et al.(2011) and Tyrlis & 
Lelieveld (2013) identify negative trends regarding 
the frequency of appearance and the wind speed of the 
Etesians, from the analysis of ERA-40. ARPERA wind 
dataset has been used as input for wave hindcasting in 
��e Greek Seas (Zac�ari�udaki & Reeve, 2011) while 
NOAA’s CFRS wind data for wave energy estimates 
(Lavidas & Venug�pal, 2017). Many researchers have 
used reanalysis wind data (ERA40, NCEP, CFRS, 
BOLAM, ARPERA - QuikSCAT) as inputs in hy-
drodynamic models (WAM, WaveWatch III, SWAN, 
MIKE21 SW) �� represen� ��e wave s�a�e �f ��e Greek 
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Seas (Kec�ris & S�ukissian, 2004; S�ukissian, 2008; 
Soukissian et al., 2009; K�rres et al., 2011; Mazarakis 
et al., 2012; Zac�ari�udaki et al., 2015; Emman�uil et 
al., 2016; Jadid�leslam et al., 2016; Lavidas & Venu-
g�pal, 2017; )� T� discuss ��e perf�rmance �f reanaly�. To discuss the performance of reanaly-
sis gridded dataset, the closest grid intersect to the in-
situ data is considered as representative of the under 
examination area (Ruti et al., 2008; Mazarakis et al., 
2012; S��pa et al., 2013; Sanil Kumar & Mu�ammed 
Naseef, 2015; Zac�ari�udaki et al., 2015; Lavidas & 
Venug�pal, 2017). 

In-situ data - POSEIDON Buoys
T�e POSEIDON pr�jec� is run by HCMR and f�-

cuses on monitoring and assessing oceanographic data 
�f ��e Greek Seas (S�ukissian & C�r�nis, 2000; Ni��is et 
al., 2002; S�ukissian, 2008; S�ukissian et al., 1999).The 
data used for this research are from 8 buoys located in 
��e Greek Seas (Fig� 1) designed to measure oceanic and 
atmospheric variables. 

Wind speed is recorded by a Lambrecht 145352 sen-
sor (speed accuracy ± 1.05 m/s, direction accuracy ±1°) 
for a recording period of 10 minutes with a sampling 
frequency �f 1 Hz and rec�rding in�erval 3 ��urs� Wave 
characteristics are results of spectral analysis of sea sur-
face elevation (SSE) data as obtained by a wave recorder 
(acceler�me�er), wi�� a sampling frequency �f 1 Hz f�r 

1024 sec and recording interval 3 hours (Soukissian, 
2008; Sifni��i et al., 2014). 

T�e raw bu�y wind and wave da�a were fil�ered in 
order to exclude erroneous values (i.e. values coded as 
�9999�99 and �0�00001), m�s�ly due �� ins�rumen� false 
recordings. The datasets of atmospheric and sea-state 
parameters were given separately and therefore merged 
according to time to be used as one dataset for the com-
parison with ERA-Interim. As wind speed at the buoys 
is measured at 3m above sea level it has to be converted 
to 10m altitude in order to be compared with the data of 
wind speed from ERA-Interim. To do this the method of 
��e l�gari��mic wind pr�file expressi�n is applied� 

The estimated winds would occur at the selected lev-
el if the atmosphere would be neutrally stable: 

 Uz (Uzm) * 
In z

z0

In zm
z0

 (1)

with Uz the wind speed at a height z (10m), Uzm wind 
velocity at the height of measurement, zm (3m) and z0 the 
roughness length of ocean surface equal to 1.52x10-4m 
(Ruti et al., 2008). 

Reanalysis data set (ERA-Interim ECMWF)
The ERA-Interim dataset starts from the 1st �f Janu-

ary 1979, is c�n�inued in real��ime and upda�ed every 2 
months. Altimeter wave height data have been compared 

Fig. 1: HCMR Bu�y L�ca�i�ns�
Details of the data used in the analysis, time-period of recording, number of data samples, depth of buoy installation, distance from 
the closest shoreline, location of closest grid intersect and distance of the intersect to the buoy are presented in Table 1.
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with quality - checked in situ data such as buoys, plat-
forms, weather ships (Bidlot et al., 2002). Several ge-. Several ge-
ostationary satellites of the European Organization for 
the Exploitation of Meteorological Satellites (EUMET-
SAT) pr�vide A�m�sp�eric M��i�n Vec��r (AMV) wind 
data. Data from ships, buoys and land stations are also 
collected (Berrisford et al., 2011a). The wave-model 
component of ERA-Interim is based on the WAM mod-
el (Dee et al., 2011) and has a horizontal resolution of 
110km, with wave spectra discretization of 24 directions 
and 30 frequencies. More information can be found in the 
ERA-Interim archive in (Berrisford et al., 2011a) and in 
http://www.ecmwf.int/research/era.

ERA-Interim can be downloaded from ECMWF’s 
data archives and have a 6 hour temporal and 0.75° spa-
�ial res�lu�i�n� H�wever, f�r ��is researc�, ��e smalles� 
grid resolution provided by ECMWF, of 0.125° x 0.125° 
(~14 x 14 km) is used, as a 0.75° x 0.75° grid would 
n�� adequa�ely describe ��e Greek Seas, ei��er f�r in�si�u 
da�a c�mparis�n �r f�r regi�nal s�a�e c�mparis�n (Jadi-
doleslam et al., 2016). To compare the time-series of the 
buoys and ERA-Interim, the data are compared accord-
ing to the time-series of the buoy’s wind-wave dataset 
(date and time in UTC) and only the data pairs that re-
sulted from the temporal collocation are used for this 
analysis. Furthermore, as the buoys time - periods differ 
the number of pairs will also differ per location and pa-
rame�er� T�e significan� wave �eig�� is es�ima�ed in ��e 
case of the buoys as in ERA-Interim as follows:

 Hm0 ≈ 4  m0  (2)

with the spectral moments estimated as: mn = f n E ( f )df  
f�r n = K, ‒3, ‒2, ‒1, 0, 1, 2, 3, K as described in H�l��ui�H�l��ui-
jsen (2007).

To validate the performance of ERA-Interim in rela-
tion to in-situ (buoy) measurements, the following statis-
tical measures are used (Table 2). 

In the above relations, n is the number of the data 
pairs, x, y denote the buoy observations and the reanalysis 
data and x− , y− denote the mean values of, x, y respectively. 

The Taylor diagrams Figure 2a and 2b present graphically 
the statistical measures per location and parameter. These 
results are discussed in detail in the Results section.

Results and Discussion

Wind Characteristics
Sub-daily analysis

The statistical measures of the estimated wind speed at 
10 m from the buoys and from ERA-Interim, present a cor-
rela�i�n c�efficien� �f 0�71 � 0�84, abs�lu�e bias fr�m 0�01 
to 1.21 m/s and RMSE from 2 to 2.64 m/s (Table 3). Maxi-
mum average values of wind speed are in Mykonos (buoy, 
7.88 m/s) and in Avgo (ERA-Interim, 6.81 m/s). The sta-
tistics per region present positive bias in the North, Central 
Aegean and the South Ionian and almost zero - negative 
in the South Aegean. In addition, in the North Aegean, the 
further the location is from land (Table 1), the larger the 
c�rrela�i�n c�efficien� and ��e smaller ��e RMSE bec�me; 
however, this applies only for the RMSE in South Aegean. 
A relation between the number of data pairs with the cor-
rela�i�n c�efficien� and ��e RMSE is n�� eviden� as men-
tioned in the data analysed from Stopa and Cheung (2014). 

In Ruti et al.(2008), the authors discuss the perfor-
mance of ERA-40 and NCEP (and other datasets) for 
various locations in the Mediterranean and especially 
for Santorini and Mykonos (Table 4). The results of the 
present analysis show that ERA-Interim provide bet-
ter correlation in comparison to the results of Ruti et 
al.(2008). In (K�rres et al., 2011), a correlation analy- a correlation analy-
sis of wind speed from 4 buoys and ERA-40 data is pre-
sented. For Athos, Santorini and Mykonos the correla-
�i�n c�efficien� is l�wer ��an ��e presen� analysis� Cau-
tion should be given to the number of pairs in comparing 
these analyses as in (Ruti et al., 2008) the number of pairs 
is less than the present analysis (810 ERA-40 and NCEP 
for Mykonos and 1454 ERA 40 and NCEP in Santorini) 
and in (K�rres et al., 2011) a period of 2 years.

T�e c�rrela�i�n c�efficien�s are l�wer ��an ���se de-
scribed in Carvalho et al.(2012) for the Iberian Peninsula 

Table 1. Time-period: time period of buoys records, Depth: Depth of installation, DNS: Distance from Nearby Shore, LCI: 
Location of Closest Intersect, DIB: Distance of Intersect to the Buoy, Region: Buoy’s Location. 

Buoy Region Time-period Depth (m) DNS (km) LCI DIB (km)

Athos North Aegean 2000-2011 220 27.60 40˚ ,24�75˚ 4.7

Avgo South Aegean 2000-2006 360 29�6 35�625˚ ,25�625˚ 1.6

E1M3A South Aegean 2007-2011 1,440 43�90 35�75˚ ,25�00˚ 8

Lesvos North Aegean 2000-2011 131 5.14 39�125˚ ,25�75˚ 5.8

Mykonos Central Aegean 2000-2011 140 5.25 37�5˚ ,25�5˚ 4

Pylos South Ionian 2007-2011 1,681 5.68 36�875˚ ,21�5˚ 11.4

Santorini South Aegean 2000-2011 320 8.60 36�25˚ ,25�5˚ 0.6

Skyros North Aegean 2007-2011 117 15.70 39�125˚ ,24�5˚ 3.4
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Table 4. C�rrela�i�n s�a�is�ics �f wind reanalysis da�ase�s and bu�ys f�r ��e Greek Seas�

Author Location Datasets Correlation RMSE (m/s) Bias (m/s)

(Ruti et al., 2008)
Santorini

ERA-40 0.73 2�89 -1.33
NCEP 0.63 3.13 �0�99

Mykonos
ERA-40 0�79 3.78 -2.71
NCEP 0.56 4.56 -2.68

(K�rres et al., 2011)

Athos

ERA-40

0.78 2.23 0.23
Santorini 0.68 -0.74 -0.06
Mykonos 0�79 2.56 -0.74
Lesvos 0.77 2.33 -0.88

Table 3. Correlation statistics of Buoy and ERA-Interim for Wind Speed at 10m, N: data pair

ATHOS AVGO E1M3A LESVOS MYKONOS PYLOS SANTORINI SKYROS
N 11740 7969 4157 12453 13042 5523 14674 4890
CORR 0.83 0.72 0.71 0.71 0.82 0.71 0.72 0.76
BIAS (m/s) 0.32 -0.38 -0.28 0.21 1.18 0�89 0.01 0.03
RMSE (m/s) 2.14 2.57 2.35 2.8 2.37 2.3 2.45 2.45

W
—

buoy (m/s) 5.71 6.43 6.17 6�95 7.88 5.7 6�49 5�97

W
—

ERA‒I (m/s) 5.4 6.81 6.45 6.75 6�69 4.81 6.48 5�94

Fig. 2: Taylor Diagrams for the comparison of POSEIDON Buoys and ERA-Interim reanalysis for wind speed (a) and wave height 
(b). S1: Athos, S2: Avgo, S3: E1M3A, S4: Lesvos, S5: Mykonos, S6: Pylos, S7: Santorini and S8: Skyros.

Table 2. Statistical parameters for the comparison of the datasets.

Statistical Parameters Equation Defini�i�n
BIAS Mean data tendency
STD Standard deviation 

COR C�rrela�i�n c�efficien� �� quan�ify ��e linear rela�i�n be�ween ��e �bserved and simula�ed da�a

RMSE Standard deviation amongst the observed and simulated data
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and in Stopa and Cheung, (2014) (0�8 �� 0�93)� T�e RMSE 
falls in the ranges provided by Carvalho et al.(2012) (i.e., 
1.76 to 2.26 m/s) but is higher than those given by Stopa 
and Cheung (2014) (1.02 to 1.56 m/s). Main difference of 
these studies with the present is that the in-situ data are in 
less land-blocked waters and not enclosed areas such as 
��e Greek Seas, i�e� i� is p�ssible ��a� ��e p�ysical m�dels 
included for wave propagation with wind speed inputs in 
the assimilation of ERA-Interim dataset, not to adequate-
ly describe the nearshore coastal processes in cases as the 
Central Aegean Sea with wave blocking by the islands. 

Varia�i�ns in da�ase�s mig�� be due �� larger wind vari-
ability at those locations, the number of observations under 
evaluation, the method of collocation as well as to the ele-
vation of the observations at 10m through neutral stability 
of atmospheric conditions (Ardhuin et al., 2007; S��pa et 
al., 2013)� Fur��erm�re, as men�i�ned in (Cavaleri & Scla�� Fur��erm�re, as men�i�ned in (Cavaleri & Scla�(Cavaleri & Scla-
vo, 2006), and especially for the generation of ECMWF 
datasets for coastal areas, the model winds might not be 
reliable due �� ��e imp�r�an� influence �f �r�grap�y, ��a� 
is not properly represented in the meteorological model 

because of its limited resolution (80 km for T255 of ERA-
Interim). The same authors note that the representation of 
the coastline as well as the modelling of marine boundary 
layer might also affect wind speed estimates.

From the density scatter plots in Figure 3, the density 
of points and the magnitude of wind speed the different 
states per location can be discussed. The North Aegean 
buoys (Athos, Lesvos and Skyros) show higher densities 
(frequencies) in values from 2 to 8 m/s, Mykonos (Cen-
tral Aegean) from 2 to 10 m/s, South Aegean (E1M3A, 
Avg� and San��rini) ranges in 3 �� 9m/s and finally Py-
los (South Ionian) from 2 to 6 m/s. The intercept ranges 
from 1.4 to 3.05 m/s and the slope from 0.56 to 0.72. The 
maximum value is recorded in Lesvos buoy with wind 
speed of 30.24 m/s that is greatly underestimated by 
ERA-Interim (24.4 m/s). An average of 10-15% underes-
timate is evident by ERA-Interim for the upper quartiles 
in relation to the buoy. The prediction intervals represent 
where future observations are most likely to fall, accord-
ing �� ��e pr�babili�y �f 95%� 

Fig. 3: Densi�y sca��erpl��s �f Wind Speed a� 10 m (Bu�y) and W10 (ERA�In�erim) wi�� ��e linear fi� (red) and 95% Predic�i�n 
Intervals (pink) and the ideal Y=X (green line) for Athos, Avgo, E1M3A, Lesvos, Mykonos, Pylos, Santorini and Skyros. The 
colorbar depicts the density of points per location (red more frequent, blue less frequent values). 
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Fig. 4-part 1: Wind Charts for Buoys (left) and ERA-Interim (right).
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Fig. 4-part 2: Wind Charts for Buoys (left) and ERA-Interim (right).
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The wind charts Figure 4, part 1 and Figure 4 part 
2 show the differences in wind speed and direction per 
location and according to dataset. It is evident that asides 
the underestimate in most locations of the higher wind 
speeds, the direction wherefrom the wind is blowing also 
differs along with the frequency of the recorded winds. 
For example, in Avgo, the buoy shows that the most fre-
quent winds (20%) are blowing from W-NW while ERA-
Interim shows that the most frequent winds (30%) are 
NW�N� In addi�i�n, as Greece is described by i�s c�mplex 
topography and coastline, in most of the locations the bu-
oys and ERA-Interim agree in the direction of the less 
frequent - blocked winds such as the east directions in 
Athos and Lesvos. This issue is also related to the selec-
�i�n �f ��e cl�ses� in�ersec� �f ��e grid �� ��e bu�y� Hig�er 
wind speeds are quite similar in terms of directionality, 
but this remark should be interpreted carefully taking 
into account to the particular location. 

In order to show the comparison of the extreme val-
ues, ��e 90% upper quan�ile �f wind speed as rec�rded 
by the buoy, has been selected as a threshold per loca-
tion (Table 5). The correlation decreases in comparison 
to the 6hour full data sample (see Table 5) with the lowest 
value in Pylos (0.32) and the highest in Athos (0.65). The 
�ig�er mean �f ��e upper 10% is in Myk�n�s 15�93m/s 
(bu�y) and 14�49m/s (ERA�In�erim)� 

Furthermore, BIAS is positive for all locations, clear-
ly showing the underestimate of ERA-Interim high wind 
speeds, a result that is in agreement with other studies as 
well (Ardhuin et al., 2007; S�anas & Sanil Kumar, 2013; 
S��pa & C�eung, 2014; Carval�� et al., 2014b; Aarnes et 
al., 2015; S�anas & Kumar, 2015;).

Intra-annual Analysis
The comparison of the monthly variations of wind 

speed per location is shown in Figure 5. In the cases of 
Athos and Mykonos, ERA-Interim underestimate wind 
speed, especially during ��e m�n��s wi�� s�r�nger winds; 
the difference increases after August and decreases af-
ter April. The underestimate is also evident in the case 
of Pylos with a slight pattern difference in the months 
�f April �� June� F�r ��e ���er l�ca�i�ns, ��e varia�i�ns 
differ per month, while in South Aegean ERA-Interim 

overestimates wind speed during the summer months. 
The Etesian winds that occur from May to September 
(wi�� �ig� peak in ��e end �f July beginning �f Augus�) 
are evident in the Aegean locations in both datasets. The 
largest mean monthly value is exhibited by the buoy of 
Mykonos in February with a value of 8.66m/s and is un-
deres�ima�ed by ERA�In�erim (7�94 m/s)� In Bagiorgas 
et al.(2012), the mean monthly wind speeds at 3 m and 
10 m are presen�ed f�r 10 l�ca�i�ns a� ��e Greek Seas, 
but a description of their variability per month is not 
discussed. The seasonal conditions as described by this 
study coincide with the results of (Bagiorgas et al., 2012) 
for 10 m wind speed estimates. The predominant appear-
ance of the Etesian winds in the Aegean Sea is evident 
in ��e m�n��ly pl��s and ��eir peak peri�d (end �f July 
- beginning of August) can be highlighted.

Significant Wave Height (SWH)

Sub-daily analysis
The correlation statistics for the buoy and ERA-

In�erim da�a f�r significan� wave �eig�� per l�ca�i�n are 
given in Table 6� T�e c�rrela�i�n c�efficien� varies fr�m 
0�67 �� 0�94, ��e abs�lu�e bias fr�m 0�002 �� 0�17 m and 
the RMSE from 0.23 to 0.56 m, suggesting a rather good 
agreement am�ngs� ��e �w� da�ase�s f�r ��e Greek Seas� 
In Stopa and Cheung (2014), the regional error statistics 
in ��e N�r�� Eas� Pacific and N�r�� Wes� A�lan�ic presen� 
c�rrela�i�n c�efficien�s am�ngs� 0�89 and 0�96 and RMSE 
in ranges fr�m 0�29 �� 0�51 m, w�ile Shanas and Sanil 
Kumar (2013) es�ima�e ��e c�rrela�i�n c�efficien� equal 
�� 0�96, RMSE �f 0�26�0�29 m and abs�lu�e bias fr�m 
0.18 to 0.21 m for a location at the Arabian Sea. Simi-
larly, in S�anas and Kumar (2015), data from nearshore 
waters around India are compared with ERA-Interim and 
their results are closer to those represented in this study 
wi�� c�rrela�i�n c�efficien�s ranging in 0�71�0�98, RMSE 
ranging in 0�18�0�4 m and abs�lu�e bias in 0�09�0�31 m� 

Furthermore, in the North and South Aegean, where 
the larger fetch distances are present, the larger the sam-
ple size ��e smaller ��e c�rrela�i�n c�efficien� (als� in ��e 
case of Stopa and Cheung (2014)) in contradiction to the 

Table 5: S�a�is�ics f�r 90% quan�iles �f wind speed per l�ca�i�n

ATHOS AVGO E1M3A LESVOS MYKONOS PYLOS SANTORINI SKYROS
N 580 405 219 589 286 135 734 303
90% (m/s) 11�19 11.04 10.60 12.01 13.12 10.26 11.15 10�91
COR 0.65 0.47 0�59 0.55 0.53 0.32 0�49 0.64
BIAS (m/s) 1�69 0�97 0.37 1.24 1.44 1.83 1.02 0.74
RMSE (m/s) 1.73 2.06 1.61 2.23 1.53 2.06 1�79 1.33
W
—

>90%buoy (m/s) 14�92 14.08 12�93 15.47 15�93 13.58 13�93 13.76

W
—

>90%ERA‒1 (m/s) 13.23 13.11 12.56 14.23 14�49 11.75 12�91 13.02
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absolute values of RMSE and BIAS, that tend to increase 
with increasing fetch.

Previous studies that have used wind reanalysis 
datasets as inputs for hydrodynamic modelling have 
c�mpared ��eir resul�s f�r several l�ca�i�ns a� ��e Greek 
Seas (Table 7). The results of Jadid�leslam et al.(2016) 

give the best error statistics for Athos, Lesvos, E1M3A, 
Mykonos, Santorini and Skyros when compared to the 
other studies. For Avgo, the results of this analysis are 
similar to the results of Zacharioudaki et al.(2015), 
while the results of Lavidas and Venug�pal (2017) are 
better for Pylos. With the wind input data not describ-

Table 6: C�rrela�i�n s�a�is�ics �f Bu�y and ERA�In�erim f�r Significan� Wave Heig��, N: da�a pair
ATHOS AVGO E1M3A LESVOS MYKONOS PYLOS SANTORINI SKYROS

N 11740 7969 4157 12453 13042 5523 14674 4890
CORR 0.75 0�89 0�89 0.68 0.86 0�91 0.67 0�94
BIAS (m) 0�09 �0�09 -0.15 -0.16 0.05 0.12 -0.16 0.01
RMSE (m) 0�49 0�29 0�29 0.54 0.38 0.33 0.47 0.25

H
—

m0(buoy) (m) 0.81 1.00 0�91 0�79 1.01 0�97 0�89 0.88

H
—

m0(ERA‒I) (m) 0.72 1.1 1.06 0�95 0�96 0.85 1.05 0.87

Fig. 5: Monthly means of wind speed at 10m for Buoy and ERA-Interim for the locations of Athos, Avgo, E1M3A, Lesvos, 
Mykonos, Pylos, Santorini and Skyros. Whiskers show the standard deviation per month and per dataset.
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ing accurately high wind speeds, it might be possible 
that the wave model in ERA-Interim to not represent 
the associated wave heights and this uncertainty can be 
increased with the topographical lacks that the (mete-
orological or oceanographic) model might have as was 
the case of previous ECMWF reanalysis data (Cavaleri 
& Sclav�, 2006). Any discrepancies can be attributed to 
the different sample sizes, and grid/model set-up wave 
characteristics changes due to the complex topography 
and bathymetry.

The density scatterplots in Figure 6 depict the rela-
�i�n be�ween ��e significan� wave �eig�� �b�ained fr�m 
the buoy and ERA-Interim for the examined locations. 
As in the case of wind speed, the different local wave cli-
mates are depicted in the density scatter plots. Areas that 
are characterized by long fetches and allow the waves to 
fully develop, do exhibit higher wave heights that those 
that are more secluded or blocked by the near land, agree-
ing with the results of Soukissian (2008) and Zachariou-Soukissian (2008) and Zachariou-
daki et al.(2015). The intercept ranges from 0.04 to 0.36 
m and ��e sl�pe fr�m 0�67 �� 0�95� T�e maximum value 
from all locations is recorded in Pylos, with a height of 
7.58 m that is underestimated by ERA-Interim (4.62 m). 
Similarly to the wind speed analysis, there is an under-
estimate of wave height for the upper quartiles of around 
8-10% from the ERA-Interim dataset.

H�wever, �� accura�ely describe ��is, ��e l�ca�i�n �f 
the buoy and of the selected ERA-Interim point should 
be kep� in mind; f�r example in Pyl�s, Myk�n�s and Les-
vos the data are from close to the shore points and, thus, 
might not show higher heights (less than 6km from near-
by shore). Moreover, Athos, Lesvos and Santorini show 
a large scattering of the data points, and consequently 
ex�ibi� l�wer c�rrela�i�n c�efficien� and �ig�er RMSE in 
comparison to other positions (Table 6).

The wave charts (Figure 7) exhibit differences in di-exhibit differences in di-differences in di-
rectionality, frequencies of occurrence and wave heights 
as in the case of wind speed. For example, in Athos, a 
30% of the waves are propagating from the NE as shown 
in ERA-Interim while for the same direction the buoy 

is characterized by a 25% frequency. ERA-Interim show 
as secondary direction waves propagating from S whilst 
��e bu�y fr�m S �� SSE� H�wever, areas w�ere wave di-
rectionality is affected by land blocking are depicted in 
both datasets, i.e. Athos (E, S to NW), Avgo, E1M3A and 
Santorini (southern waves not apparent due to blockage 
from Crete), Mykonos (southern waves not apparent due 
to Cyclades complex), Lesvos (no incoming waves from 
E due to the island of Lesvos), Skyros (no west incoming 
waves due to blockage from Sporades Isl. complex) and 
Pylos (no incoming waves from North to East due to the 
Peloponnese) (Figure 1). In Emmanouil et al.(2016), dif-
ferences are evident for the directionality and frequency 
of wave occurrence for Lesvos amongst buoy and model 
results. Their model presents more than 50% incoming 
waves from NNW in contrast to the buoy that presents 
33% for the same direction and N waves with almost 
40% whilst the model shows less than 10%. 

This study for Lesvos, presents frequencies around 
25% for N and around 28% for NW waves from the 
buoy data and 25% for N and around 26% for NE waves. 
Differences in directionality (travelling to) and frequen-
cies of occurrence are also shown in Zacharioudaki et 
al.(2015), where the authors also note that the complex 
topography and obstacles might affect fetch and direc-
tion. 

T� discuss ��e 90% upper quan�ile da�a differences 
am�ngs� ��e da�ase�s f�r significan� wave �eig��, ��e c�r-
relation statistics have been estimated and are presented 
in Table 8� T�e l�wer c�efficien�s are ex�ibi�ed in Les-
vos and Santorini (as was in the 6-hourly data), while the 
RMSEs are higher in Lesvos, Santorini and Pylos. These 
locations are the closest to the nearby shore (Table 1). 

T�e means �f ��e m�re ��an 90% quan�ile rec�rds 
are also shown, with the higher values in Pylos for the 
buoy (3.11 m) and Mykonos for ERA-Interim (2.65 m). 
Bias is negative in Avgo, E1M3A, Lesvos, Santorini and 
Skyros with the mean values higher in ERA-Interim from 
the buoys. These results agree overall with the analysis of 
Zacharioudaki et al.(2015). 

Table 7. C�rrela�i�n s�a�is�ics �f �ydr�dynamic m�dels and bu�ys f�r ��e Greek Seas�

Author Input Time step 
Interval

Wave 
Model Buoys

Time 
period/ 

Samples
Correlation RMSE 

(m)
Bias 
(m)

(Zacharioudaki  
et al., 2015) ARPERA 6hr WAM Avgo 2294 0�9 0.34 0

(Jadid�leslam  
et al., 2016)

ERA  
INTERIM 6hr MIKE 

21 SW

Athos

1yr

0�94 0.28 0
E1M3A 0�89 0.37 -0.07
Lesvos 0�91 0.27 -0.03

Mykonos 0�91 0.35 -0.01
Santorini 0.85 0.33 -0.06
Skyros 0�95 0.31 -0.05

(Lavidas &  
Venug�pal, 2017) CFSR 1hr SWAN Pylos 2007 

-2014 0�93 0.38 0.01
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Intra-annual Analysis
T�e m�n��ly varia�i�ns �f significan� wave �eig�� 

per buoy are presented in Fig. 8. Overall, the patterns are 
similar per location but differ in overestimating or un-
derestimating the monthly means of the buoys by ERA-
In�erim� Specifically, in A���s and Pyl�s, ERA�In�erim 
present lower means than that of the buoys in contradic-
tion to the buoys of Lesvos, Avgo, E1M3A and Santorini 
(for all months). In Skyros, ERA-Interim overestimate 
��e wave �eig�� f�r January, Augus�, Sep�ember, Oc��-
ber, N�vember and December, and in Myk�n�s in Janu-
ary, February, March, November and December. The 
winter months in all locations and both datasets present 
��e larges� means �f significan� wave �eig��� T�e peaks 
in July and Augus� in ��e Aegean bu�ys can be a��ribu�ed 

to the Etesians that blow with highest intensities during 
those months. This pattern is not evident for the South 
Ionian location of Pylos (Poulos et al., 1997; S�ukissian 
et al., 2007; S�ukissian, 2008). Avgo location presents 
the highest mean monthly variations (either from ERA-
Interim or buoy records) in relation to the other loca-
tions. This can be due to its location as it is affected 
by waves propagating from the west with long fetches, 
from the North (with most of the wind patterns in the 
Aegean having northerly directions) and from the East 
wi�� waves pr�paga�ing fr�m ��e s�rai�s �f Karpa���s � 
Rhodes - Crete. Maximum monthly deviations appear 
f�r ��e win�er m�n��s (DJF) f�r b��� da�ase�s and in all 
locations in agreement to the research of Zacharioudaki 
et al.(2015).

Fig. 6: Densi�y sca��erpl��s �f Hm0 (Bu�y) and SWH (ERA�In�erim) wi�� ��e linear fi� (red) and 95% Predic�i�n In�ervals (pink) 
and the ideal Y=X (green line) for Athos, Avgo, E1M3A, Lesvos, Mykonos, Pylos, Santorini and Skyros. The colorbar depicts the 
density of points per location (red more frequent, blue less frequent values).
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Fig. 7-part 1: Wave charts for Buoys (left) and ERA-Interim (right).
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Fig. 7-part 2: Wave charts for Buoys (left) and ERA-Interim (right).
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Conclusions

The present analysis has discussed the performance 
of ERA-Interim wind and wave dataset in 8 locations 
�f ��e Greek Seas� T�e evalua�i�n �f ��eir perf�rmance 
has been based on correlation statistics and a compari-
son with results of similar analyses for the Mediterra-
nean and gl�bal l�ca�i�ns f�r ��e 6���urly da�a, ��e 90% 

values, wind direction/speed, wave direction/ height and 
monthly data. 

F�r ��e 6���urly da�a, ��e c�rrela�i�n c�efficien� is 
fair to good ranging fr�m 0�67 �� 0�94 f�r wave �eig�� 
and 0.71 to 0.84 for wind speed, BIAS from 0.17 to 0.12 
m and -0.38 to 1.21 m/s, RMSE from 0.23 to 0.57 m and 
2 to 2.8 m/s, respectively. For the North Aegean, the cor-
rela�i�n c�efficien� decreases, ��e BIAS and ��e RMSE 

Table 8. S�a�is�ics f�r 90% quan�iles �f significan� wave �eig�� per l�ca�i�n�

Parameter ATHOS AVGO E1M3A LESVOS MYKONOS PYLOS SANTORINI SKYROS
N 622 613 359 885 666 283 951 396
90% 1�79 1.82 1.72 1�49 2.06 1�96 1.64 1�79
CORR 0.71 0.72 0.73 0.41 0�69 0.76 0.48 0.86
BIAS (m) 0.2 �0�09 -0.12 -0.37 0.17 0.62 -0.15 -0.06
RMSE (m) 0.47 0.44 0.43 0�69 0.43 0.56 0.54 0.34
 H
—

m0>90%(bu�y) (m) 2.66 2�49 2.3 2�09 2.83 3.11 2.2 2.55
  H

—
m0>90%(ERAI) (m) 2.46 2.58 2.42 2.47 2.65 2.5 2.35 2.61

Intra-annual Analysis

Fig. 8: M�n��ly means �f Significan� Wave Heig�� f�r Bu�y and ERA�In�erim f�r A���s, Avg�, E1M3A, Lesv�s, Myk�n�s, Pyl�s, 
Santorini and Skyros. The whiskers represent the standard deviation per month and per dataset.
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increase with increasing sample size for wave height. For 
wind speed, with increasing distance from the closest 
s��re ��e c�rrela�i�n c�efficien� and ��e RMSE are in-
creasing. For the South Aegean, wave height shows that 
with increasing sample size and distance from nearby 
s��re, ��e c�rrela�i�n c�efficien� decreases and RMSE 
increases� In ��e SE I�nian, ��e c�rrela�i�n c�efficien� 
f�r wave �eig�� is 0�91 and f�r wind speed 0�72 giving 
a g��d rela�i�n be�ween ��e da�ase�s� F�r ��e 90% upper 
percen�ile signifi can� wave �eig�� analysis, ��e c�rrela�ile signifi can� wave �eig�� analysis, ��e c�rrela� significan� wave �eig�� analysis, ��e c�rrela-
�i�n c�efficien� decreases; ��e l�wer c�rrela�i�n c�effi-
cients and the higher RMSEs are exhibited in locations 
closer to land (Lesvos, Santorini and Pylos). Moreover, 
ERA-Interim overestimates wave height in the South 
Aegean, Lesvos and Skyros. ERA-Interim underesti-
ma�es ��e 90% wind speed values f�r all l�ca�i�ns� T�e 
l�wes� c�rrela�i�n c�efficien� (0�32) is ex�ibi�ed in Py-
l�s� Generally, ��e ERA�In�erim underes�ima�e by 8�15% 
(depending on location and parameter) the upper quar-
tiles compared to the buoys’ measurements. 

Differences are evident in wave and wind direction-
ality amongst the two datasets, especially in terms of 
the most frequent directions and high values, but overall 
agree in land bl�cking f�r specific direc�i�ns� T�e m�n��-
ly variations in the case of the North Aegean show that 
the buoy values are higher than those of ERA-Interim 
for both wave height and wind speed, especially when 
the distance from shore increases. For the South Aegean, 
ERA-Interim data are higher than the buoy data with no 
relevance to the proximity to the shore and especially 
during the summer months. 

The previous studies that have evaluated ERA-40 
and NCEP da�ase�s s��w l�wer c�rrela�i�n c�efficien�s 
and �ig�er RMSEs f�r 4 l�ca�i�ns �f ��e Greek Seas f�r 
wind speed, thus, suggesting that ERA-Interim are better. 
H�wever, as similar s�udies f�r ��e descrip�i�n am�ngs� 
da�ase�s f�r significan� wave �eig�� are based �n �ydr�-
dynamic models with inputs of wind reanalysis data, a 
similar c�nclusi�n cann�� be drawn f�r ��e Greek Seas� 
The variety of the locations and the differences of the 
global studies can be attributed to different characteris-
tics (weather patterns, such as Monsoons for the Indian 
Ocean, high frequency of hurricanes at the Atlantic, off-
shore circulation, proximity to the shore) and model - 
reanalysis setups.

Overall, the observational and the reanalysis data 
for wind and wave present fair to good correlations for 
��e Greek Seas� H�wever, i� �as �� be men�i�ned ��a� al-
though ERA-Interim reanalysis dataset includes real time 
data, their assimilation process is based on numerical and 
physical modelling schemes that can raise uncertainties 
on their outputs. Moreover, attention should be paid for 
more localised analyses due to the complexity of the 
Greek c�as�line and ��e presence �f ��e islands� 
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